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ABSTRACT
Works by Walmajarri artist Jimmy Pike are distinct amongst contemporary Indigenous art due to his palette of
bright colours and use of modern materials such as fibre-tip pen on paper. From 1990 to 2002, Pike created close
to 300 drawings of fibre-tip pen on paper, using Artline® fibre-tip pens on various note-book papers. After his
passing in 2002, Pike’s widow Pat Lowe loaned the collection of art works to the Berndt Museum for safekeeping.
With little literature available on the display and preservation of fibre-tip pen on paper, the Berndt Museum faces
the challenge of caring for the Jimmy Pike Collection.
This paper presents an investigation into the light stability and permanence of selected Artline® fibre-tip pens on
paper. To obtain information about the materials, techniques, history, story and significance of the collection, key
stakeholders were interviewed concerning the Jimmy Pike Collection. In addition, interviews with experts in the
fields of paper conservation and conservation science revealed how practising conservators are treating this media
type. A selection of materials was tested using accelerated ageing experiments and colorimetry analysis.
Information gained from analytical testing, and primary knowledge from experts and stakeholders, are informing
the development of guidelines for the long-term preservation of the Jimmy Pike Collection at the Berndt Museum.
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